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if you are having the same kind of phone/device then i would encourage you to follow the next steps. as for you, as a developer, you need to understand the boot-up modes of the phone and then you could access it and do your hard
work. after all, the developer portal is very helpful and you can test different types of available android devices . following are the steps, so that we can unbrick xiaomi redmi note 8 pro(begonia mediatek) ota fastboot stock rom q & a

section below includes the most asked questions and possible solutions to these questions. before we start, make sure that you have understood the following step and know how to open and close the fastboot terminal in the phone. in
general, this xiaomi redmi note 8 pro don’t have a power button or a speaker. because xiaomi redmi note 8 pro is using an optical interface which is audio data output from the phone to the earpiece. to check the error message or the
state of the phone after the reboot, first open the root of the phone. if you want to unlock or by any means flash bootloader, xiaomi have their own dedicated tool. it’s available for download from xiaomi flash tool page . the tool could
be used to boot to a download mode and then you could proceed to flash the bootable fastboot rom or any of the individual files. it’s easy and user-friendly, just download the proper tool to your phone, or download the file from the

website (above), and then start the tool. to boot to fastboot mode, the device needs to undergo some various processes. in order to ensure the security of the file before flashing, the host must be authenticated. this process is
performed when the file is uploaded to the downloads page . then the flash tool will go through the checklist to ensure your device is unlocked and confirm that the correct file is being flashed on the phone.
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after unpacking that file, you will need to "press and hold“> "prevent from rebooting” all the way down to “reboot to recovery”. press the power button to turn the phone back on. redmi note 8 pro will show the loading screen. then you
will need to allow the device to boot into an "emergency" state. during this process, the redmi-note-8-pro-begonia-official-ota-fastboot-stock-rom will flash a soft bootloader. don't force the device to do anything! then the phone will

once again show the android 6.0 system. all is well and good! use the mi flash tool to factory reset the device. during the reset process, redmi note 8 pro will boot to an "emergency" state. now, you need to use the mi flash tool to flash
the custom recovery to your device (i.e. twrp). after that is complete, the phone will reboot once again into the "emergency" state. you need to enable the developer options in the device. once this is complete, you can reboot into the
custom recovery. go to the main menu. all you need to do is copy the correct file from the /sdcard/data/mi/firmwares/firmwares/fastboot/folder and paste it on the root of the sd card. then press the power button to boot into recovery.
after you have booted into the recovery, head on the main menu, select the flashing option to flash the firmware you have. now your xiaomi redmi note 8 pro will be unbricked and continue to work as usual. well thats how to flash the
stock firmware on the redmi note 8 pro (begonia mediatek) using fastboot mode. i hope this article was helpful to you guys, if you have any other problem or issue regarding this article, feel free to ask in the comments. 5ec8ef588b
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